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Learning

� Learning involves changes to the content and organization
of a system’s knowledge enabling it to improve its
performance on a particular task or set of tasks.

� Learning occurs when the system acquires new knowledge
from its environment or when it organizes it current
knowledge to make better  use of it.

� Deductive learning
�Explanation-based generalization

� Inductive learning
� Inductive inference arrives at general conclusions by examining

particular examples
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5.1 Classifying Inductive Learning
Problems

� Inductive learning task
�Infer an association between specific inputs and

outputs.

� Supervised learning
�The learning program is given both the input and the

correct output

� Unsupervised learning
�No supervisor provides the learning program with the

correct output.
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Supervised Learning

� Given a sequence of input/output pairs of the form
<xi, yi>, where xi is a possible input and yi is the
output associated with xi.

� Learn a function  f  that accounts for the examples
seen so far, f(xi) = yi for all i, and that makes a
good guess for the outputs of the inputs that it has
not seen.
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Examples of Input-Output Pairs

Task Inputs Outputs

Recognition Descriptions of
objects

Classes that the
objects belong to

Action Descriptions of
situations

Actions or predictions

Janitor robot
problem

Descriptions of
offices (floor,
prof’s office)

Yes or No (indicating
whether or not the
office contains a
recycling bin)
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Learning to Navigate a Vehicle by
Observing an Human Expert (1/2)

� Inputs
�The images produces by a camera mounted on the

vehicle

� Outputs
�The actions taken by the human driver to steer the

vehicle or adjust its speed.

� Result of learning
�A function mapping images to control actions
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Learning to Navigate a Vehicle by
Observing an Human Expert (2/2)

� �� 5.1
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Classification and Concept Learning

� Classification
�If the function is discrete valued, then the outputs are

called classes

� Concept learning
�Learned function has only two possible outputs
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Unsupervised Learning (1/4)

� Types of unsupervised learning
�Reinforcement learning

�Clustering

�Map learning

�Discovery learning
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Unsupervised Learning (2/4)

� Reinforcement Learning
�Uses a feedback signal that gives the learning program

an indication of whether or not what it has learned is
correct.

�Example: learning to play chess, where the feedback
signal is a function of pieces lost and taken and games
won and lost.

�The system learns to associate situations with actions to
perform in those situations.
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Unsupervised Learning (3/4)

� Reinforcement Learning
�Feedback is in the form of rewards that result as a

consequence of performing a long sequence of actions
in particular situations.

�The objective is to maximize the expectation of reward.
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Unsupervised Learning (4/4)

� Clustering
�A clustering algorithm partitions the inputs into a fixed

number of subsets or clusters so that inputs in the same
cluster are close to one another.

� Map learning
�The objective is to learn a representation of space that

facilitates navigation.

� Discovery learning
�The objective is to uncover new relations in the data.
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Online and Batch Learning

� Batch methods
�Process large sets of examples all at once.

� Online methods
�Process examples one at a time.
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5.2 Theory of Inductive Inference

� X: a set of from which all of examples are drawn.

� Concept: a subset C ⊂  X corresponding to all examples
belonging to the concept.

� Concept learning
�Given: a set of training examples, drawn from X, labeled positive

or negative.

�Learn: a rule for correctly labeling any example drawn from X.

� The function f
�A set of rules

�A procedure

�A neural network
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The Role of Inductive Bias (1/2)

� We need to specify the set of functions from which we
select f and provide some criterion for choosing one
function over another.

� We assume that f is drawn from a hypothesis space H, a
space of possible hypotheses.

� To make concept learning well-defined, we need to
constraints on H, called an inductive bias.

� A bias provides a learning program with some basis for
choosing  among the possible representations for f.
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The Role of Inductive Bias (2/2)

� A completely unbiased learning program has no
justification for choosing any function that predicts beyond
the training examples.

� Types of biases
�Restricted hypothesis space biases

�Preference biases
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Restricted Hypothesis Space Biases

� This type of bias guides the selection of a
hypothesis by restricting the set of possible
hypothesis, H.

� Restricting H can make learning easy

� But, restricting H can exclude the “right”
hypothesis and so restriction must be considered
with care.
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Restriction Biases Example

� Consider the space of all boolean functions defined on n
variables                           .

� A hypothesis f is said to be consistent with a set of training
examples

� Some examples of biases
�The space defined by all conjunctions of positive

literals

�The space of all formulas in k-DNF

�The space of all formulas in k-CNF
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Preference Biases

� A preference bias provides the learning program with an
ordering or metric that serves as the basis for a preference
relation on H.

� Often we prefer short or simple explanations in accord
with Occam’s razor.

� Occam’s razor counsels preferring the simplest of theories
that account for the observed data and avoiding the
proliferation of unnecessary concepts.

� There do not appear to be polynomial algorithms for
finding the most preferred hypothesis given typical notions
of preference.
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Probably Approximately Correct (PAC)
Learning (1/5)

� Assuming we have some control over the number of
training examples, when to stop considering additional
examples and commit to a particular hypothesis.

� Valiant's approach provides a bound, called the sample
complexity, on the number of training examples required
for a particular bias, so that a hypothesis consistent with
the examples seen so far is usually correct training
examples, are selected from X with Pr(X).
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PAC Learning (2/5)

� The error associated with a given hypothesis f and concept
C is defined as

    where D is the set of examples on which f disagrees with C

� We are interested in finding hypotheses with small error.

� A hypothesis f is approximately correct with accuracy ε if
and only if
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PAC Learning (3/5)

�  A learning program is probably approximately
correct (PAC) with probability δ and accuracy ε,
if given any set of training examples drawn
according to the distribution Pr, the program
outputs a hypothesis f such that

� Here, we relax the requirements for learning by
allowing some probability of deviating outside the
error bounds.
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PAC Learning (4/5)

� A program that returns any hypothesis consistent
with the training examples is PAC whenever the
number of training examples is greater than

  

where |H| is the number of hypotheses in H.
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PAC Learning (5/5)

� PAC learning results are distribution-free learning results
(independent of the particular distribution governing
selection of training examples and measurement of error).

� Efficiency: how fast do ε and δ decrease as the number of
examples grows? Alternately, how fast do 1/ ε and 1/ δ
increase as the number of examples grows?
�As 1/ ε and 1/ δ grow,                     grows slowly.

�To reduce error below 0.1:
• For 102  hypothesis, about 70 examples are required.

• For 103 hypothesis, about 80 examples suffice

• For 104 hypothesis, about 110 examples suffice
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PAC Learning Concept Classes (1/2)

� We want programs that are

�Accurate with high probability

�Relatively fast (accurate after only a small number of
examples)

�Run in polynomial in the relevant parameters of the
problem.

� The class of k-DNF and k-CNF concepts are PAC
learnable.

� PAC learning results are worst case, they are generally
pessimistic.
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PAC Learning Concept Classes (2/2)

� Let C be a class of concepts such that for each C∈ C, C⊂ X.

Assume that the time required to process a given element
of X is bounded by some small constant.

� C is said to be PAC learnable by a hypothesis
space H if there exists a polynomial-time
algorithm A and polynomial function p such that
for all C ∈  C, all distributions Pr(X), and any ε > 0
and 0<δ <1, if A is given at least p(1/ ε, 1/ δ)
training examples drawn according to Pr, then
with probability1 - δ, A returns a hypothesis f such
that Error(f) ≤ ε.
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Finding Consistent Hypotheses

� Methods for implementing two inductive biases
�Version space method

�Decision-tree method

� Version space method
�Exploits the structure of a restricted hypothesis space.

�Processes one training example at a time.

�Asymptotically optimal for the hypothesis space of conjunctions of
positive literals

� Decision-tree method
�Uses a very general hypothesis space

�Employs a preference bias and a heuristic or guide the search for a
compact, consistent hypothesis

�Batch method
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5.3 Version Space Learning

� A concept C1 is a specialization of a concept C2 if C1⊂  C2.

� If C1 is a specialization of a concept C2, then C2 is a
generalization of C1.

� Ex) “an office on the fifth floor” is more
general than the concept “an office on the fifth
floor belonging to an assistant
professor.”

� If C1 is an immediate specialization of C2, if there is no
other concept that is both a specialization of C2 and a
generalization of C1.
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Version Spaces

� A version space defines a graph whose nodes are concepts
and whose arcs specify that one concept is an immediate
specialization of another.

� The version space learning method uses bounds, general
and specific, on the set of consistent hypotheses using the
ordering induced by the specialization relationship.

� The version space method is optimal for conjunctions of
positive literals in the sense that no methods does less
work in implementing the bias that restricts attention to
conjunctions of positive literals.
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Attributes, Features, and Dimensions

� An attribute is a variable used to describe the
objects in X.

� An attribute together with all its possible values is
called a dimension of X.

� An attribute together with one of its values is
called a feature. In the robot example, there are
four dimensions.
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Examples

� Janitorial robot problem

� Examples of concepts:

faculty ∧  cs ∧  fifth: conjunction of pos literals

large ∨  student      : purely disjunctive concept

student ∨  (faculty ∧  cs)
       :disjunctive normal form

Attribute
Status of office occupants

Location of the office (floor)
Department of the occupants

size of the office

Possible values
faculty, staff, or student

three, four, or five
EE or CS

large, medium, or small
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Simple Version Space for the Robot
Problem (1/2)
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Simple Version Space for the Robot
Problem (2/2)
The most general concept:  ∧
Immediate specializations of ∧  :
(cs), (ee), (faculty), (staff), (four),
(five)

Immediate specializations of the next level:

 (cs ∧  faculty), (cs ∧  staff),
 (cs ∧  four), (cs ∧  five),
(staff ∧  four), (staff ∧  five)

Immediate specializations of the next level:

(cs∧ faculty∧ four), (cs∧ faculty∧ five),
(cs∧ staff∧ four), (cs∧ staff∧ five), ...
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Version Space Learning Algorithm
Procedure VersionSpaceLearning()
  1. Initialize the general and specific boundaries:

     GSET :=  {∧  }

     SSET :=  {all conjunctions of three literals}

  2. The boundaries are modified after each training instance I is presented:

     2.1 If the example is positive, then perform the following steps:

         (1) eliminate all concepts in GSET that are not consistent with I.

         (2) generalize each concept in SSET until it is consistent with I  by
using generalization operators.

     2.2 If the example is negative, then perform the following steps:

         (1) eliminate all concepts in SSET that are consistent

            with I.

         (2) specialize each concept in GSET until it is not consistent with I
by using specialization operators.
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Generalization Operators

� dropping conjuncts:
(cs ∧  faculty) ⇒  (faculty)

� adding disjunctions:

(cs ∧  faculty) ⇒
(cs ∧  faculty) ∨  (cs ∧  staff)

� replacing constants with variables
(cs ∧  faculty) ⇒  (cs ∧  ?x)
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Specialization Operators

� adding conjuncts:
 (faculty) ⇒  (cs ∧  faculty)

� dropping disjunctions:
(cs ∧  faculty) ∨  (cs ∧  staff)

⇒  (cs ∧  faculty)

� replacing variables with constants
 (cs ∧  ?x) ⇒  (cs ∧  faculty)
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Convergence of Boundaries in a Version
Space (1/3)
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Convergence of Boundaries in a Version
Space (2/3)
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Convergence of Boundaries in a Version
Space (3/3)
1. After presenting a "+" example: (cs∧ faculty∧ four)
       GSET =  {∧ } ,

         SSET =  {(cs ∧  faculty ∧  four)}

2. After presenting a "−" example: (cs∧ staff∧ five)
       GSET =  {(faculty), (four)} ,

         SSET = {(cs ∧  staff ∧  five)}

3. After presenting a "+" example: (cs∧ faculty∧ five)
       GSET =  {(faculty)} ,

         SSET =  {(cs ∧  faculty)}

4. After presenting a "-" example: (ee∧ faculty∧ four)
       GSET = {(cs ∧  faculty)},

         SSET =  {(cs ∧  faculty)}


